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About This Game

In Scavenger, you play as a broken space ship. With nothing but your ships' core, that powers everything else, and a cockpit, you
must use your tractor beam to attach components to your ship, and survive.

With over 30 different modules to discover, upgrade or find, every ship offers something new. From first generation double
barreled cannons, to upgraded, second generation turrets like the Deathbeam, lay waste to as many enemies as you can.

Discover components and modules for your ship

Upgrade by combining modules together, to create more powerful, newer generations of turrets

Fight bosses, and proceed in an ever increasing difficulty
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It's interesting, but you can also watch it on youtube.. Fun little game! Wish it was longer.. I dont get the point of the game but
it's scary. Remember those "I SPY" books you used to look at as a kid? How about those "Spot the Difference" games in the
comics section of a Sunday paper? How about a "Jigsaw Puzzle", one of the oldest toys created? This game is pretty much all of
those things put together. I personally only played this game while listening to podcasts, which worked out really well, but I
couldn't tell you how it stands on it's own. All of those things I mentioned aren't exactly well known for being the pinnacle of
entertainment, but they are good time wasters. Buy it in a pack or on sale.. Best game ever made, why isn't it the top selling
game?!. Awesome videos. Very nice DLC. The cars are finely modeled, and the multiple skins for varied consists is a nice
touch. The sounds are fantastic, and include brake squealing and hissing of the air lines.

Other sound effects include coupler slack, flat wheels, creaking and groaning (including stress sounds on curves and switches)

Effects are randomized so a car that sounds like it has a flat wheel, may not use that sound later. This is a factor of Train
Simulator though, not the DLC.

Very good, would reccommend for anyone looking to make better more realistic consists.
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Good fun for zombie fans and pixels! I feel like the interface ought to be updated with better by adding text or flashier icons so
you can understand the things to clck on. Otherwise, nice work!. Standard front-scrolling shooter. But it when on sale. Mildly
recommended... why not working in multiplayer this dlc?. Another Abandoned game, DO NOT BUY!!!

Remember the devs, try and find their real names, keep track of this, if you see any game by them in the future....
RUNNNNN!!!!

They steal your money, never finish the games and they RUN!!!

DO NOT BUY!!!. The heart should never be neglected. Definitly it wasn't here, beautiful.
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